REBEL BANDS IN SONORA

Reports of Red Flaggers Near Fronteras and Recruits From Arizona Headed For Ajos Mountains

FEAR OF DEPREDATIONS-FEDERALS BUSY

Passengers on the National train which crossed yesterday at Bisbee report the setting of two bands of red flaggers in the vicinity of Fronteras. They are said to be as strong as the federal troops and it is feared they may attack the railroad, the railroad has been reported burned by them, and it is feared they may attack the railroad again.

The federal troops have been sent to the northern part of the state, and the local authorities are said to be preparing to resist any attack. The federal troops are said to be well armed and well equipped.

Report That Lewisohns May Secure Imperial—Plans Under Consideration for Arizona Companies

The reports of red flaggers near Fronteras and the federal forces headed for the area have caused some concern for the Imperial companies. The companies are said to be preparing to resist any attack by the red flaggers.

Mexican newspaper seized on this side of the line charged with neutrality violation

The East River, a Mexican newspaper published in Tucson, Arizona, was seized by the federal authorities. The paper has been charged with neutrality violation.

ARIZONA NEWS OF INTEREST

Newly Notes from All Over Arizona Carefully Condensed for the Prospective Reader

Tombstone Town Topics Tersely Told

Visitors to City: Local and Personal Items of Interest

James in New York, the little daughter of James, Sunday is in Tombstone, the great city of the West. She is visiting the tombstone monument, which is a monument to the memory of the ancients. The monument is said to be the largest in the world.

There are epidemic of influenza prevailing in Los Angeles. A Los Angeles paper stated that there were 500 cases of influenza in Los Angeles alone, and the death rate has been increased to 20.

The panic in the stock market is said to be due to the uncertainty of the future.

A number of Arizona railroad men, who have been alarmed by the reports, have been seen to be very nervous.

Rubber Plantation For Arizona

Under the leadership of W. C. C. C. and J. A. C. C. is now growing a rubber plantation in the state of Arizona. The project is said to be the first of its kind in the United States.

The plantation is said to be located in the northern part of the state, and is said to be the largest in the world.

Governor Sloan's Name May Be Withdrawn—Judge Stillwell Formerly of Tombstone Candidate for Judgeship

William Sloan is a demagogic character. He is said to be a very popular candidate for judgeship. The people of the state are said to be very anxious to have him as their judge.

ARIZONA ROAD MOVEMENT

Tombstone Road Boosters to Re-pair Road Tomorrow—Unique Plan for Local Good Roads Movement

At A which tomorrow morning the Tombstone Road Boosters of the city are to hold a meeting to discuss the road movement.

The Boosters have been very active in the movement, and it is hoped that they will be able to make some progress tomorrow.

Reward Paid for Coeho Prisoner—$300 for Captives of Martinez in Sonora

The State of Arizona today paid the sum of $300 to the man who brought the news of the capture of Martinez.

Coeho was sentenced to six months in the state prison, and the reward was paid to the man who brought the news.

The state of Arizona has been very active in the road movement, and it is hoped that they will be able to make progress in the future.

The boosters are to hold a meeting tomorrow morning to discuss the road movement.